We studied the electronic energies and phonon frequencies of polydiacetylene 4-BCMU thin films at high pressures up to 50 kbar using Raman scattering under preresonant and resonant conditions. Pressure-induced changes in the resonant Raman scattering (RRS) include (1) hardening of the most strongly coupled phonon frequencies, (2) dispersion of the RRS frequencies with the laser excitation coL, which shift to lower energies in analogy with the red shift of the absorption band at high pressures, and (3) softening and narrowing of the phonon distribution. These observations are consistent with an increase in the average conjugation length with pressure. Amplitude-mode-model analysis of the RRS data shows that the bare phonon frequencies increase with pressure, but otherwise the one-dimensional Peierls-type relation between the phonons and the electronic gap changes very little with pressure.
The change in optical absorption of PDA films with pressure is shown in Fig. 1(a) . We see from Fig. 1(a) that the absorption band red shifts with pressure. The red shift of the absorption band (E ) with increasing pressure as determined from the extrapolation of the band edge is shown in Fig. 1 The disorder-induced dispersion observed at ambience also has a large effect on the Raman spectra at high pressures. The resonance region is approximately the portion of the dispersion curve in which the phonon frequency co is linear with the laser photon energy col between about 1.9 and 2.3 eV. Since the absorption band red shifts with pressure ( Fig. 1) , the Raman resonance excitation spectrum also red shifts. On the other hand, the phonons observed at a given excitation wavelength also, generally, harden. These two effects cause the curves in Figs. 3 and 4 to shift with pressure to the upper left, i.e. , to higher frequencies and lower photon energies.
Because of this dispersion, the dependence of the Raman spectra on pressure can be quite complicated, superimposing both preresonance and resonance spectra, depending on the relative position of the excitation energy in the red-shifting absorption band. %'e found that from 580 nm to 620 nm the resonant peak dominates at all pressures, and the peak frequency of the C = C stretching vibration increases linearly with pressure. Figure 5 shows the Raman peak frequency m as a function of pressure for the C = C stretching vibration excited at coL =2 eV (620 nm). Even though the absorption-band red shift saturates at approximately 30 kbar in our PDA films [ Fig. 1(b) Fig. 1(b 
where n =1 stands for the C -C vibrations; co is an average value of six Raman frequencies associated with C -C stretching vibrations; n =2 and 3 stand for the C=C and C=C stretching vibrations, respectively. The best fitting parameters at ambience and at various pressures are given in Table I .
The "Peierls-type" relation, E~= 4Ecexp( -I/2A, ) still holds at high pressures, indicating that the dispersion is described by a Peierls-type relation at all pressures. ' We also note from Table I that neither E, nor the modecoupling constants k"change noticeably with pressure. We find, however, that the dominant eQ'ect of pressure is to increase the C=C and C-=C bare frequencies. Although our fit gives a sublinear shift in the bare frequencies, we can still calculate the overall bare mode Griineisen parameters.
They are 7.6X10 kbar and 6.0 X 10 kbar for the bare C = C and C = C modes, respectively. The y values obtained from the bare frequencies are obviously larger than those measured at the excitation of 514.5 nm and 620 nm (Fig. 5 ). This is due to the fact that K increases with pressure, whereas K (E" ) decreases with pressure, and the bare frequencies show only the eFect of K, whereas the measured frequencies show the e6'ects of both K and K . 
